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Essential Questions:

1) What industries and inventions drove the 2nd Industrial Revolution?

2) How did the Industrial Revolution create social class divisions and labor 

conflict?  What drove the labor movement?

3) What were the political, economic, social, and intellectual consequences of 

the Industrial Revolution?

Essential Question

Industrialization 
increased the standard 

of living and the 
opportunities of most 

Americans, 
but at what cost?
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• Using your notes and textbook, complete the timeline of inventions.Review!

Timeline

Complete the Cause/Effect Chart on the 

Industrial Revolution
Cause: Effect:

Cause: Effect:

Cause: Effect:

Cause: Effect:

Cause: Effect:
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Causes of Rapid 

Industrialization
1. Steam Revolution of the 1830s-1850s.

2. The Railroad fueled the growing US 
economy:
 First big business in the US.

 A magnet for financial investment.

 The key to opening the West.

 Aided the development of other  
industries.

3. Unskilled & semi-skilled 
labor in abundance.

4. Abundant capital.
5. New, talented group of businessmen 

[entrepreneurs] and advisors.
6. Market growing as US population increased.
7. Government willing to help at all levels to 

stimulate economic growth.
8. Abundant natural resources.

Causes of 

Rapid 

Industrialization
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Causes of Rapid 

Industrialization
9. Technological innovations.

 Bessemer and open hearth 
process

 Refrigerated cars

 Edison 
o “Wizard of Menlo Park”

o light bulb, phonograph, motion 
pictures.

Video: “The American Industrial 

Revolution” (27:22 m)

Video Introduction:

• In the decades following 

the Civil War, America was 

transformed from a rural 

republic to an urban state. 

Frontiers vanished in the 

face of westward 

expansion. Floods of 

immigrants streamed 

through the great eastern 

seaports, fueling the need 

for industrial labor. And 

transcontinental railroad 

lines linked the country 

together like never before. 

The film explores the 

people behind the 

changes, the birth of 

organized labor, The 

Homestead Act of 1862, 

and the birth of the 

environmental movement.

• Pay attention! Your  assignments follow!
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Working Class and Poor

Middle Class or Bourgeoisie

Upper Class

Owners of big business 

and capital

How does this

show life during

the Industrial

Revolution? Why

did I use a 

pyramid shape

here?

Copy

This!

Stereotype of the Factory 

Owner
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“Upstairs”/“Downstairs” 

Life
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19c Bourgeoisie:  

The Industrial Nouveau Riche

How does this cartoon Criticize 

the New Bourgeoisie?
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Middle Class and Politics:

Liberalism

Little Gov’t Involvement

No Help for Poor

Middle Class and Politics
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The Factory System
) Factory System:

)Concentrates production 

in one place [materials, 

labor].

)Located near sources of 

power 

[rather than labor or 

markets].

)Requires a lot of capital 

investment

[factory, machines, etc.] 

more than skilled labor.
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The Factory System

 Rigid schedule.

 12-14 hour day.

 Dangerous conditions.

 Mind-numbing monotony.

Young “Bobbin-Doffers”
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Textile Factory

Workers in England
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Working Class 

Culture: 

Factory Life
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Poverty of the Working Class

Life in the Industrial City
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Working Class 

Accommodations

Factory Workers at Home
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The New Urban Poor:
A Dickensian Nightmare!

Private Charities: Soup 

Kitchens
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Working Class Leisure
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• Yes, for real! Let me prove it!
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Child Labor

Child Labor!
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“Galley Labor”

Young Coal Miners
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Child Labor in the Mines

Child 

“hurriers”
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Welcome to the Flugenhoggen

Factory, My Teenage Slaves! Ha! Ha!
• I only have time to be interviewed for twenty 

minutes because “spent time is money wasted!”
So, hurry it up!  Then, I dare you to publish a 
newspaper report on the abuses at my factory! I 
dare you! You’ll have to finish for tomorrow’s 
morning edition!
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Thomas Malthus

 Population growth will

outpace the food supply.

 War, disease, or famine

could control population.

 The poor should have 

less children.

 Food supply will then keep 

up with population.

The Utilitarians:
Jeremy Bentham & John Stuart Mill

 The goal of society is the greatest good for the 
greatest number.

 There is a role to play for government 

intervention to provide some social safety

net.
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The Socialists:
Utopians & Marxists

 People as a society would operate and own the

means of production, not individuals.

 Their goal was a society that benefited 

everyone, not just a rich, well-connected few.

 Tried to build perfect communities [utopias].

The Legacy of Marx

Karl Marx wrote the Communist Manifesto, an indictment of 

the capitalist system.  He predicted that angry workers would 

overthrow the capitalist system and establish a socialist state--

workers shared equally in the wealth from the product of their 

labors. His work later formed the basis for many communist 

countries.
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Literary Response

Charles Dickens

Romanticism

Charles Dickens

Christmas Carole, 1843

• Complete:

“Karl Marx: A Failed Vision 

of History” reading.  

Complete the questions 

“For Discussion and 

Writing.” Then, we will 

complete the activity “What 

Is a Just Society?”
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By: Mr. Cegielski

Labor Force Distribution
1870-1900
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The Changing American 

Labor Force

Labor Unrest:  1870-1900
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The Molly Maguires

(1875)

James
McParland

The Molly Maguires were members of a secret Irish organization. Many historians believe the 

"Mollies" were present in the anthracite coal fields of Pennsylvania in the United States from 

approximately the time of the American Civil War until a series of sensational arrests and trials in 

the years 1876−1878. Evidence that the Molly Maguires were responsible for coalfield crimes 

and kidnapping in the U.S. rests largely upon allegations of one powerful industrialist, James 

McParland, and the testimony of one Pinkerton detective. Fellow prisoners also testified against 

the alleged Molly Maguires, but some believe these witnesses may have been coerced or 

bribed.

The Corporate 

“Bully-Boys”: Pinkerton Agents

The Pinkerton National Detective Agency, usually shortened to the 

Pinkertons, was a private U.S. security guard and detective agency established 

by Allan Pinkerton in 1850. During the labor unrest of the late 19th century, 

businessmen hired Pinkerton agents to infiltrate unions, and as guards to keep 

strikers and suspected unionists out of factories.
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Management vs. Labor

“Tools” of 

Management

“Tools” of 

Labor

 “scabs”

 P. R. campaign

 Pinkertons

 lockout

 blacklisting

 yellow-dog contracts

 court injunctions

 open shop

 boycotts

 sympathy 
demonstrations

 informational 
picketing

 closed shops

 organized 
strikes

 “wildcat” strikes

Why form Trade Unions?
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Unions and Strikes

A Striker Confronts a 

SCAB!
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Knights of Labor

Terence V. Powderly

An injury to one is the concern of all!
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Knights of Labor

Knights of Labor trade card

The Knights of Labor, also known as 

Noble and Holy Order of the Knights 

of Labor, was one of the most 

important American labor organizations 

of the 19th century. Founded by nine 

Philadelphia tailors in 1869 and led by 

Uriah Stephens, its ideology may be 

described as producerist, demanding an 

end to child and convict labor, equal pay 

for women, a progressive income tax, 

and the cooperative employer-employee 

ownership of mines and factories.

Goals of the Knights of 

Laborù Eight-hour workday.

ù Workers‟ cooperatives.

ù Worker-owned factories.

ù Abolition of child and prison labor.

ù Increased circulation of greenbacks.

ù Equal pay for men and women.

ù Safety codes in the workplace.

ù Prohibition of contract foreign labor.

ù Abolition of the National Bank.
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The Great Railroad Strike 

of 1877

The Great Railroad Strike 

of 1877
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The Tournament of Today: 

A Set-to Between Labor and 

Monopoly

Anarchists Meet on the 

Lake Front in 1886
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Haymarket Riot  (1886)

McCormick Harvesting Machine Co.

Haymarket Martyrs
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Governor John Peter Altgeld

The American Federation 

of Labor:  1886

Samuel Gompers
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How the AF of L 

Would Help the Workers

ù Catered to the skilled worker.

ù Represented workers in matters of national 
legislation.

ù Maintained a national strike fund.

ù Evangelized the cause of unionism.

ù Prevented disputes among the many craft 
unions.

ù Mediated disputes between management 
and labor.

ù Pushed for closed shops.

Homestead Steel Strike            

(1892)

The Amalgamated 
Association of 

Iron & Steel Workers

Homestead Steel 
Works
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Big Corporate Profits!

Attempted Assassination!

Henry Clay Frick

Alexander Berkman
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A 

“Company

Town”:

Pullman, 

IL

Pullman Cars

A Pullman porter
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The Pullman Strike of 1894

President Grover Cleveland

If it takes the entire army and navy to 
deliver a postal card in Chicago, that card 

will be delivered!
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The Pullman Strike of 1894

Government by injunction!
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The Socialists

Eugene V. Debs

International Workers of the 

World  (“Wobblies”)
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“Big Bill” Haywood of the

IWW

 Violence was justified to 
overthrow capitalism.

I W W & the Internationale
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The Hand That Will Rule the 

World One Big Union

Mother Jones: 

“The Miner’s Angel”

 Mary Harris.

 Organizer for the
United Mine
Workers.

 Founded the Social
Democratic Party 
in 1898.

 One of the 
founding members 
of the I. W. W. in 
1905.
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Lawrence, MA Strike:  

1912

The “Bread & Roses” 

Strike
DEMANDS:

ù 15¢/hr. wage increase.

ù Double pay for overtime.

ù No discrimination against strikers.

ù An end to “speed-up” on the 
assembly line.

ù An end to discrimination against
foreign immigrant workers.
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Lawrence, MA Strike:  1912

The 

“Formula”

unions + violence + strikes + socialists + immigrants =
anarchists
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Labor Union Membership

“Solidarity Forever!”
by Ralph Chapin (1915)

When the union's inspiration 
through the workers„ blood shall run,

There can be no power greater 
anywhere beneath the sun;

Yet what force on earth is weaker 
than the feeble strength of one,

But the union makes us strong! 

CHORUS:
Solidarity forever,
Solidarity forever,
Solidarity forever,
For the union 

makes us strong! 
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Come On and 

Sing Along!!

“Solidarity Forever!”

Is there aught we hold in common 
with the greedy parasite,

Who would lash us into serfdom 
and would crush us with his might?

Is there anything left to us 
but to organize and fight?

For the union makes us strong! 

CHORUS:
Solidarity forever,
Solidarity forever,
Solidarity forever,
For the union 

makes us strong! 
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“Solidarity Forever!”
*  *  *  *

Through our sisters and our brothers
we can make our union strong,

For respect and equal value, 
we have done without too long.

We no longer have to tolerate 
injustices and wrongs,

Yes, the union makes us strong!

CHORUS:
Solidarity forever,
Solidarity forever,
Solidarity forever,
For the union 

makes us strong! 

Workers  Benefits Today
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The Rise & Decline of 

Organized Labor

Right-to-Work States Today
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Unionism & Globalization?

ACTIVITY: STOP CRUEL LABOR!

Task

• As a newly elected U.S. Senator, you have been asked to analyze the 
effects of the "Industrial Revolution." As with most revolutions, it brings 
benefits to some and problems for others. In groups (committees) of 3-4, you 
are asked to:
– I. Write a bill. It must be very specific. Conditions addressed in your bill must 

accurately represent the U.S. at the time. The bill, to be passed, should be 
realistic for the period around 1850-1900. For example, if you believe people 
work too many hours, be very specific about how many hours they will be 
allowed to work. As an MP, you are developing law, so bills should not say 
"should", but rather "will" or "must".  Your bill should be organized as a numbered 
list of three to four major points in complete sentences.

– II. Write a speech which you will deliver in front of our upcoming mock 
Congress. While a bill must be specific, your speech can supply reasons and 
arguments for passage of your bill. You should answer questions such as:

• What conditions in England specifically caused you to write the bill? 

• What pieces of evidence can be referred to in your speech to persuade other Senators 
to vote for your bill? 

• How will the bill benefit the people of the U.S.? 

• How is your bill realistic given the time and economy of the U.S.? 

• How is the bill in line with your party beliefs? 

– III. Design a political/union poster in support of your cause!

– IV. Participate in debates: In addition, a good Senator participates in debating 
the merits of bills both in committee and the general sessions. 
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Your bill, speech and debate preparation should answer the following

concerns:
• 1) What do we know about the U.S., our position, and our task ? 

• 2) What are important things we need to know to accomplish our tasks? 

• 3) What are some places we can search for information? 

• 4) What sorts of homes and furnishings did people of the time have? 

• 5) What kind of meals did factory workers eat? 

• 6) How much money did various kinds of workers make? 

• 7) What were working conditions (hours, days, safety) like, and how did they 
compare to working conditions for agricultural workers or people in other 
countries at that time? 

– VI. Participate in Groups (Committees). The speaker (leader of the 
group) will appoint tasks to each group member in order to divide up the 
work responsibility. The ultimate goal is to complete all requirements of 
this assignment and to unanimously agree upon a bill.  This bill must be 
written down! 

– VII. Participate in a Mock Congress—Pass your bill into law! When 
all of the committees have finished preparing, the President (your 
teacher) will convene a session of Congress.  Each group will:

• 1) Read their speech

• 2) Read their bill

• 3) Waive their poster/sign around and convince Congress to pass the bill.

• 3) Defend their bill against questions from myself and the other committees

• 4) Request that their bill be passed into law. The whole class will vote.  Two-
thirds majority vote plus the President’s signature is needed for passage!


